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with other bikes. Rating sample for this Suzuki bike. You can also compare bikes. There are a
number of bikes missing from Suzuki's lineup. Sabrina has already waxed poetic about the Van
Van. For me, the model that I'm sad to see go is one that I wasn't very comfortable riding
personally, but that has been a part of my life in some capacity for a long time: the Savage. I
mean, LS No, it's the S40 Boulevard now. Whatever they call it, I'll miss it. Suzuki introduced
this particular model way back in as the LS Savage. It was a small, simple cruiser with a cc
single-cylinder engine. There was very little to this bike. It was nothing spectacular, but it was a
perfectly competent bike, a great choice for new riders or for small riders of any experience. Its
four-speed transmission gained a much needed fifth gear in In , Suzuki brought all of its
cruisers under the Boulevard name and gave an alphanumeric designation to each one, with the
Savage becoming the Boulevard S These were the only major changes to the bike during its
entire run from to the present day. Several of the Boulevard range are missing for , including the
S It joins many other older designs that have disappeared in recent history such as the
Kawasaki KLR which also ran a carbureted single-cylinder engine. As a six-foot-tall guy, I don't
fit on the diminutive Savage very well. I start to hurt after an hour or so of riding. The Savage
has been a significant part of my personal motorcycle history, though. In the mids, my girlfriend
at the time got interested in motorcycling and bought a Savage with a dead engine for cheap.
She was quite sure that, with a mutual friend's help, we could get it running for her again. The
bike lived at our friend's house for months, in various states of dismantling and disrepair. We
did a bad job of the rebuild. All I'll say about that is that beer was frequently involved. When we
finally got it back together and running, I rode it home. Halfway there, the engine lost power and
let the magic smoke out. It never ran again, but the zombie bike made a great Halloween
decoration. We ended up picking up another Savage, this one a model, from an old friend of
mine from high school. It belonged to her husband, who had sadly passed away. This one was a
runner and needed nothing. I rode it all the way home to Maine from Massachusetts, though
halfway there I insisted on leaving the highway and taking back roads. The bike could handle 65
mph, but the vibration was leaving me numb. The girlfriend practiced on it in a parking lot
several times, took one street ride home from that lot, and never rode again. She liked riding on
the back of my bike just fine, but she just never got around to riding on her own. She and I
ended up going our separate ways not because of this , and she put both bikes up for sale as a
package deal, a runner and a parts bike. Years later, after meeting my current wife, marrying
her, and buying a house, she offered the bikes which still hadn't sold to us at a crazy discount
"please get these out of my garage" price. We couldn't refuse. Here's the funniest part. At the
time we got them, because she had a learner's permit but no license, no one would insure her
on the bike. To get around that chicken-and-egg problem, we registered and insured the bikes in
my name, since I already had a license and insurance for my own bike. When we split, I had
signed all the necessary paperwork so she could sell them free and clear without me, because
she had paid for them herself. Here they were, though, coming back to me a second time.
Although it had been years, neither bike had ever left my legal ownership, so we left them that
way for simplicity. History repeated itself, and I registered the running bike for my wife to learn
to ride. I swapped a number of parts between the two bikes, putting all the good parts on the
runner and collecting the broken bits and dry-rotted tires on the parts bike. When my Honda
Shadow died just as I needed a bike to ride for a gadget review I was working on, I rode the
Savage instead. I kept riding that little bike all the way until winter arrived. A few months ago,
our Savage adventure came to an end. History continued to repeat itself, with my wife not quite
getting around to learning to ride on her own. We needed the money and ended up selling both
bikes as a package deal to a young college student of smaller stature. He'd ridden dirt bikes
most of his life but had only just started to ride on the street. They were the perfect fit for him.

He bought them on the spot, loaded them in a truck, and took them away, hopefully to a life
where they would finally be put to good use. Just because the Savage wasn't a good fit for me
did not make it a bad bike at all. Times have changed, though. The Rebel, formerly only
available in form, now comes in both and cc flavors, negating the Savage's engine displacement
advantage. The new Rebels are new designs while the Savage hadn't changed, so it was really
just a matter of time until Suzuki quietly dropped the Boulevard S40 from the lineup. Perhaps
not many will miss it, but I will, for purely sentimental reasons. Home Suzuki Boulevard News
Industry. Sep 01, at pm ET. By : Justin Hughes. After a 33 year run, the little cruiser that could
will not be back for Commenting Guidelines. Industry Cruisers. Suzuki Boulevard. Sign In or
Sign Up. Make Suzuki. Model SV. Model Savage. Well maintained cc single cylinder cruiser. I
have owned it since new. The bike has been sitting since It has some minor rust on the add on
luggage rack and horn and a small dent on the gas tank. I just cleaned and overhauled the
carburetor and brake hydraulics, as well as installed a new battery. I have test ridden the bike
just recently, it still runs like new. A very fun and torquey small bike. Great for big cities or for
down the shore. The Savage is the same as the Boulevard S It is a single cylinder 4 stroke and
is carbureted. The bike is in excellent condition and has low miles of only 2, The overall
condition is excellent. The paint, which is teal, and chrome have no rust or dents. The previous
owner did add a few upgrades like the windscreen and engine guard. It has been safety
inspected. The tires and brakes have plenty of life left as the bike only has 2K miles. It has been
on a reliability run and the motor, clutch and transmission all work and sound as they should. If
you have any questions or would like to view this bike please call I do all viewings by
appointment only. I do not finance. Please have all finances and insurance in place prior to
making an offer. All bikes are sold AS-IS. Local delivery can be arranged after payment. Full
inventory at teppers. View on YouTube. Only 3, total miles on it. Very good condition. Bike
cover, windshield, crash bars, rear seat rest, saddle bags, front fork leather hand tooled bag.
Nice lines and low seat. Great bike and gets plenty of looks where ever it goes. Motor has plenty
of power. Always kept in the garage under a Bike cover. Great bike, it just needs a good owner
who will ride it and enjoy it. Please email any questions that you may have. I am the 3rd owner.
Bike is in excellent condition and running order. Never dropped. If you are local please contact
me to take a look. Please see pics to verify. Not currently inspected. It will fly with passing
colors. Thanks for the high level of interest! Model Savage There will be more pictures available
upon request. We also offer great financing terms for qualifying credit. Call us for buying or
trading your motorcycle, atv, or snowmobile. This one is clean with pipes, bags and
windscreen. Only 6k miles. Just in, has not been serviced yet. Service could include: oil change,
shift shaft seal. We're the only convertible trike to be independently tested for long-term strain
and stress by a professional engineering firm. We fit over different motorcycles and have been
on the road for 17 years. Made in the USA. These mounting brackets are all bolt-on, so the
installation does not require any welding. This allows you to keep your motorcycle in original
condition while gaining stability without the high-cost of a permanent modification. The Voyager
trike kit frame then bolts through heim joints to the bolted-on brackets. From the rear of the
frame we extend suspension parts that connect to the rear mounting brackets. Then, in only
minutes, you can disconnect the Voyager and ride two-wheels again. You get the best of triking
and two-wheeling with one motorcycle! Trade-ins welcome! Apply today! MOMS now has more
financing options than ever! We offer a variety of resources to help you finance one of our new
or used vehicles, including: easy application process, competitive rates for qualified buyers,
first-time buyer programs, flexible payment terms, and winter layaway. We even have options
for credit challenged customers and those turned down elsewhere. Price does not include
freight, dealer doc fee, or applicable sales tax, title and. It has been recently serviced and is
ready to ride! Give us a call for a demo ride today! Model GW When you wonder if a motorcycle
exists with electrifying style and affordability, wonder no more because the GW has arrived. It
generates lightning fast low-end and mid-range power from its cc, liquid cooled, lightweight,
two cylinder engine. The GW not only delivers on power but on comfort and style as well. The
striking bodywork provides an aggressive naked statement to many riders and is sure to break
away from the norm. Its chassis is designed to provide the foundation for a variety of riding
styles, while displaying the bike s more visible and prominent features. Whether you re roving
city streets or are out on the open road, the GW s maneuverability and efficient fuel economy is
the perfect choice for your daily transportation, and riding fun, needs. With seven-way
adjustable spring preload, the rear suspension can be tuned for a passenger or cargo The
handlebar s design and bend were developed to provide a comfortable riding posi
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tion The 5-way adjustable brake lever allows the rider to position the lever for comfort and
confidence Hydraulic disc brakes front and rear provide consistent and controlled braking
whether commuting on city streets or roaming the open road Strong three-spoke inch aluminum
wheels hold road-grabbing tires that can provide sporting performance through a variety of
road conditions The multi-function instrumentation di. Boldly styled and impressively powerful,
the GSXFA is prepared to provide excitement whether you re out touring, commuting or if you
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